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Augmented Learning: Research and Design of Mobile Educational GamesMIT Press, 2008
New technology has brought with it new tools for learning, and research has shown that the educational potential of video games resonates with scholars, teachers, and students alike. In Augmented Learning, Eric Klopfer describes the largely untapped potential of mobile learning games--games played on such handheld devices as cell phones,...
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Animation Writing and Development, : From Script Development to Pitch (Focal Press Visual Effects and Animation)Focal Press, 2005
"The real value of this tome lies in its concise technical approach, offering newcomers various route-maps through the storytelling maze." - Imagine magazine     

       Become a successful Animation Writer!     

       The art.  The craft.  The business.  Animation Writing and Development takes students and...
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Excel for the Math Classroom (Excel for Professionals series)Holy Macro! Books, 2007
This book was born out of a desire to help teachers teach their students math by being engaged in its study, and by showing teachers how they can custombuild visual examples of some of the concepts they are trying to get across to their students. Microsoft Excel is an extremely powerful spreadsheet with literally hundreds of built-in mathematical,...
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Handbook of Computer Crime Investigation: Forensic Tools & TechnologyAcademic Press, 2001
Computers can be used in virtually any type of crime, ranging from cyberstalking and child pornography to financial fraud, espionage and terrorism.  The Handbook of Computer crime investigation presents detailed technical information that can be used to help solve these crimes.

Following on the success of his introductory text, Digital...
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iPhone 3G Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You love your iPhone 3G and you’ve found out that it’s mighty simple to use out-of-the-box, but you might not know that some of its most useful and powerful features are hidden away in obscure parts of the system. You’ve found out that your iPhone 3G doesn't get in your way when you're trying to be productive or creative, but...
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Schrodinger's Rabbits: The Many Worlds of QuantumJoseph Henry Press, 2004
"Usually quantum fuzziness appears only in ultratiny arenas, on a scale smaller than a golf ball to the degree that the golf ball is smaller than Texas. But nowadays, in labs around the world, scientists are plotting to release quantum weirdness from its subatomic prison. Before too long, quantum news won't be just for the science section...
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Enterprise RailsO'Reilly, 2008
Enterprise Rails is indispensable for anyone planning to build enterprise web services. It's one thing to get your service off the ground with a framework like Rails, but quite another to construct a system that will hold up at enterprise scale. The secret is to make good architectural choices from the beginning. Chak shows you how to make those...
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PHP Team DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Given the nature of the business environment today, organizations that want to build value-added enterprise PHP applications need a team of PHP people rather than an individual. You've got a team! What next? Customizing such applications to meet with organizational objectives and maintaining these applications over time can be quite a tedious task...
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The Social Media Marketing BookO'Reilly, 2009
Something strange is happening. Your advertising doesn’t work anymore, at least not like it used to. You used to be able to buy some TV time or put an ad in a newspaper, but nowadays everyone has TiVo or a DVR and gets their news online. The conversations that took place under industrial broadcast media about your products happened in small...
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Online Worlds: Convergence of the Real and the Virtual (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2009
Virtual worlds are persistent online computer-generated environments where people can interact, whether for work or play, in a manner comparable to the real world. The most popular current example is World of Warcraft, a massively multiplayer online game with eleven million subscribers. However, other virtual worlds, notably Second Life, are not...
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Introduction to Numerical Geodynamic ModellingCambridge University Press, 2010

	Numerical modelling of geodynamic processes was predominantly the domain of high-level mathematicians experienced in numerical and computational techniques. Now, for the first time, students and new researchers in the Earth Sciences can learn the basic theory and applications from a single, accessible reference text. Assuming only minimal...
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Finite Element Analysis of Antennas and ArraysJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The Most Complete, Up-to-Date Coverage of the Finite Element Analysis and Modeling of Antennas and Arrays


	Aimed at researchers as well as practical engineers—and packed with over 200 illustrations including twenty-two color plates—Finite Element Analysis of Antennas and Arrays presents:
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